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Lubricants in Space – New Literature for Nye  

Fairhaven, MA, April 26, 2016  

Nye Lubricants, Inc. is pleased to announce that we will be revealing a new aerospace brochure at the 2016 
Space Tech Expo. Lubricants for aerospace applications have been formulated at Nye for over 65 years. The 
new Lubricants in Space brochure is a demonstration of Nye’s space heritage. The brochure includes examples 
of lubricants designed specifically for applications that must survive the extreme conditions of the space 
environment. It illustrates our involvement with the International Space Station, Mars Rover Curiosity and 
satellites orbiting around Earth, amongst many others. View the brochure.  

The most recent innovation highlighted on the brochure is Nye’s partnership with NASA to develop a custom 
Pennzane Oil for the James Webb Space Telescope. Nye is lubricating multiple mechanisms on the telescope 
that is set to launch in 2018.  

Today, we continue to work with design engineers in the private, government, and military sectors to 
formulate new synthetic lubricants that will take off with next-generation spacecraft. Our core range of 
synthetic greases and oils excel in aerospace applications where long life is critical for the success of the 
mission. Nye also has a wide range of additives allowing us to custom formulate our products for any 
aerospace application. 

For evaluation samples, information about other synthetic lubricants by Nye, or to request a custom-designed 
synthetic lubricant for your application, please e-mail Nye at contact@nyelubricants.com or call our world 
headquarters at +1.508.996.6721.  

Nye Lubricants, Inc. is a privately held formulator and manufacturer of high-quality synthetic oils, greases, 
specialty fluids, and index-matching optical gels. Founded in 1844, Nye services customers in a broad range of 
industries including the top 25 global automotive parts suppliers, the world’s largest aerospace and defense 
contractors, name-brand appliance and power tool companies, preeminent medical device manufacturers, and 
several leading in-vacuum equipment producers. With 170 employees and 28 International Channel Partners 
on six continents, Nye is in business to redefine superior product performance, leveraging its technology, 
engineering expertise, and core competencies in synthetic lubricants to its customers’ enduring benefit. For 
more information, visit www.nyelubricants.com. 
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